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Relevant Intellectual Traits Some Implications for Instruction Due to space limitations, we have made no
attempt to be exhaustive with respect to any stage, nor to answer the many questions that might be raised
concerning the development, reliability or validity of the stages. The basic intention is to provide a practical
organizer for teachers interested in using a conceptual map to guide student thinking through developmental
stages in the process of becoming critical thinkers. Once the stages are explained, and stage-specific
recommendations are given, we close with some global implications for instruction. We make the following
assumptions: Before moving to the stages themselves, a brief overview of what we mean by critical thinking is
in order. Our working definition is as follows: We define critical thinking as: It is important to recognize that
on this view, persons are critical thinkers, in the fullest sense of the term, only if they display this ability and
disposition in all, or most, of the dimensions of their lives e. We exclude from our concept of the critical
thinker those who think critically in only one dimension of their lives. The stages we will lay out are as
follows: The Unreflective Thinker Stage Three: The Beginning Thinker Stage Four: The Practicing Thinker
Stage Five: The Advanced Thinker Stage Six: The Accomplished Thinker Stage One: The Unreflective
Thinker Defining Feature: Unreflective thinkers are largely unaware of the determining role that thinking is
playing in their lives and of the many ways that problems in thinking are causing problems in their lives.
Unreflective thinkers lack the ability to explicitly assess their thinking and improve it thereby. Unreflective
thinkers lack the knowledge that high quality thinking requires regular practice in taking thinking apart,
accurately assessing it, and actively improving it. In fact, unreflective thinkers are largely unaware of thinking
as such, hence fail to recognize thinking as involving concepts, assumptions, inferences, implications, points
of view, etc. Unreflective thinkers are largely unaware of the appropriate standards for the assessment of
thinking: Unreflective thinkers may have developed a variety of skills in thinking without being aware of
them. However, these skills are inconsistently applied because of the lack of self-monitoring of thought.
Prejudices and misconceptions often undermine the quality of thought of the unreflective thinker. Some
Implications for Instruction: We must recognize that in the present mode of instruction it is perfectly possible
for students to graduate from high school, or even college, and still be largely unreflective thinkers. Though all
students think, most students are largely unaware of how their thinking is structured or how to assess or
improve it. Most teachers do not seem to be aware of how unaware most students are of their thinking. Little is
being done at present to help students "discover" their thinking. This emphasis needs shifting. The Challenged
Thinker Defining Features: Challenged thinkers, unlike unreflective thinkers are becoming aware of thinking
as such. They are becoming aware, at some level, that high quality thinking requires deliberate reflective
thinking about thinking in order to improve thinking. They recognize that their thinking is often flawed,
although they are not able to identify many of these flaws. Challenged thinkers may develop an initial
awareness of thinking as involving concepts, assumptions, inferences, implications, points of view, etc.
Challenged thinkers also develop some understanding of the role of self-deception in thinking, though their
understanding is limited. At this stage the thinker develops some reflective awareness of how thinking
operates for good or ill. Most challenged thinkers have very limited skills in thinking. However like
unreflective thinkers, they may have developed a variety of skills in thinking without being aware of them,
and these skills may ironically serve as barriers to development. At this stage thinkers with some implicit
critical thinking abilities may more easily deceive themselves into believing that their thinking is better than it
actually is, making it more difficult to recognize the problems inherent in poor thinking. To accept the
challenge at this level requires that thinkers gain insight into the fact that whatever intellectual skills they have
are inconsistently applied across the domains of their lives. We must lead class discussions about thinking. We
must explicitly model thinking e. We must design classroom activities that explicitly require students to think
about their thinking. We must have students examine both poor and sound thinking, talking about the
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differences. We must introduce students to the parts of thinking and the intellectual standards necessary to
assess thinking. We must introduce the idea of intellectual humility to students; that is, the idea of becoming
aware of our own ignorance. Perhaps children can best understand the importance of this idea through their
concept of the "know-it-all," which comes closest to their recognition of the need to be intellectually humble.
The Beginning Thinker Defining Feature: Those who move to the beginning thinker stage are actively taking
up the challenge to begin to take explicit command of their thinking across multiple domains of their lives.
Thinkers at this stage recognize that they have basic problems in their thinking and make initial attempts to
better understand how they can take charge of and improve it. Based on this initial understanding, beginning
thinkers begin to modify some of their thinking, but have limited insight into deeper levels of the trouble
inherent in their thinking. Most importantly, they lack a systematic plan for improving their thinking, hence
their efforts are hit and miss. To begin to see the importance of developing as a thinker. To begin to seek ways
to develop as a thinker and to make an intellectual commitment to that end. Beginning thinkers, unlike
challenged thinkers are becoming aware not only of thinking as such, but also of the role in thinking of
concepts, assumptions, inferences, implications, points of view, etc. Beginning thinkers are also at some
beginning stage of recognizing not only that there are standards for the assessment of thinking: They have a
beginning understanding of the role of egocentric thinking in human life. Beginning thinkers are able to
appreciate a critique of their powers of thought. They are beginning to recognize egocentric thinking in
themselves and others. The key intellectual trait required at this stage is some degree of intellectual humility in
beginning to recognize the problems inherent in thinking. In addition, thinkers must have some degree of
intellectual confidence in reason, a trait which provides the impetus to take up the challenge and begin the
process of active development as critical thinkers, despite limited understanding of what it means to do high
quality reasoning. In addition, beginning thinkers have enough intellectual perseverance to struggle with
serious problems in thinking while yet lacking a clear solution to those problems in other words, at this stage
thinkers are recognizing more and more problems in their thinking but have not yet discovered how to
systematize their efforts to solve them. Here we can use sporting analogies and analogies from other skill
areas. Most students already know that you can get good in a sport only if you regularly practice. We must not
only look for opportunities to encourage them to think well, we must help them to begin to understand what it
is to develop good HABITS of thinking. What do we need to do regularly in order to read well? What must we
do regularly and habitually if we are to listen well? What must we do regularly and habitually if we are to
write well. What must we do regularly and habitually if we are to learn well? We must recognize that students
are not only creatures of habit, but like the rest of us, they are largely unaware of the habits they are
developing. They are largely unaware of what it is to develop good habits in general , let alone good habits of
thinking. We must emphasize the importance of beginning to take charge of the parts of thinking and applying
intellectual standards to thinking. We must teach students to begin to recognize their native egocentrism when
it is operating in their thinking. The Practicing Thinker Defining Feature: Thinkers at this stage have a sense
of the habits they need to develop to take charge of their thinking. They not only recognize that problems exist
in their thinking, but they also recognize the need to attack these problems globally and systematically. Based
on their sense of the need to practice regularly, they are actively analyzing their thinking in a number of
domains. However, since practicing thinkers are only beginning to approach the improvement of their thinking
in a systematic way, they still have limited insight into deeper levels of thought, and thus into deeper levels of
the problems embedded in thinking. To begin to develop awareness of the need for systematic practice in
thinking. Practicing thinkers, unlike beginning thinkers are becoming knowledgeable of what it would take to
systematically monitor the role in their thinking of concepts, assumptions, inferences, implications, points of
view, etc. Practicing thinkers are also becoming knowledgeable of what it would take to regularly assess their
thinking for clarity, accuracy, precision, relevance, logicalness, etc. Practicing thinkers recognize the need for
systematicity of critical thinking and deep internalization into habits. They clearly recognize the natural
tendency of the human mind to engage in egocentric thinking and self-deception. Practicing thinkers have
enough skill in thinking to critique their own plan for systematic practice, and to construct a realistic critique
of their powers of thought. Furthermore, practicing thinkers have enough skill to begin to regularly monitor
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their own thoughts. Thus they can effectively articulate the strengths and weaknesses in their thinking.
Practicing thinkers can often recognize their own egocentric thinking as well as egocentric thinking on the part
of others. Furthermore practicing thinkers actively monitor their thinking to eliminate egocentric thinking,
although they are often unsuccessful. The key intellectual trait required to move to this stage is intellectual
perseverance. Furthermore, thinkers at this stage have the intellectual humility required to realize that thinking
in all the domains of their lives must be subject to scrutiny, as they begin to approach the improvement of their
thinking in a systematic way. What are the basic features of thinking that students must command to
effectively become practicing thinkers? What do they need to do to take charge of their thinking intellectually,
with respect to any content? We must teach in such a way that students come to understand the power in
knowing that whenever humans reason, they have no choice but to use certain predictable structures of
thought: We must teach in such a way as to require students to regularly deal explicitly with these structures
more on these structure presently. The result of this emphasis in instruction is that students begin to see
connections between all the subject matter they are learning. In studying history, they learn to focus on
historical purposes and questions. When studying math, they clarify and analyze mathematical goals and
problems. When studying literature, they reflect upon literary purposes and questions.
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Overview[ edit ] Critical theory German: Critical Theory is a social theory oriented toward critiquing and
changing society as a whole, in contrast to traditional theory oriented only to understanding or explaining it.
Horkheimer wanted to distinguish critical theory as a radical, emancipatory form of Marxian theory, critiquing
both the model of science put forward by logical positivism and what he and his colleagues saw as the covert
positivism and authoritarianism of orthodox Marxism and Communism. He described a theory as critical
insofar as it seeks "to liberate human beings from the circumstances that enslave them". That critical social
theory should be directed at the totality of society in its historical specificity i. Kant, by contrast, pushed the
employment of a priori metaphysical claims as requisite, for if anything is to be said to be knowable, it would
have to be established upon abstractions distinct from perceivable phenomena. Marx explicitly developed the
notion of critique into the critique of ideology and linked it with the practice of social revolution, as stated in
the famous 11th of his Theses on Feuerbach: The market as an "unconscious" mechanism for the distribution
of goods and private property had been replaced by centralized planning and socialized ownership of the
means of production. Habermas is now influencing the philosophy of law in many countriesâ€”for example
the creation of the social philosophy of law in Brazil, and his theory also has the potential to make the
discourse of law one important institution of the modern world as a heritage of the Enlightenment. Habermas
dissolved further the elements of critical theory derived from Hegelian German Idealism , although his thought
remains broadly Marxist in its epistemological approach. Perhaps his two most influential ideas are the
concepts of the public sphere and communicative action ; the latter arriving partly as a reaction to new
post-structural or so-called " postmodern " challenges to the discourse of modernity. Habermas engaged in
regular correspondence with Richard Rorty and a strong sense of philosophical pragmatism may be felt in his
theory; thought which frequently traverses the boundaries between sociology and philosophy. Critical theory
and academic fields[ edit ] Postmodern critical social theory[ edit ] While modernist critical theory as
described above concerns itself with "forms of authority and injustice that accompanied the evolution of
industrial and corporate capitalism as a political-economic system", postmodern critical theory politicizes
social problems "by situating them in historical and cultural contexts, to implicate themselves in the process of
collecting and analyzing data, and to relativize their findings". As a result, the focus of research is centered on
local manifestations, rather than broad generalizations. In these accounts, the embodied, collaborative,
dialogic, and improvisational aspects of qualitative research are clarified". Michel Foucault is one of these
authors. From the s and s onward, language, symbolism, text, and meaning came to be seen as the theoretical
foundation for the humanities , through the influence of Ludwig Wittgenstein , Ferdinand de Saussure ,
George Herbert Mead , Noam Chomsky , Hans-Georg Gadamer , Roland Barthes , Jacques Derrida and other
thinkers in linguistic and analytic philosophy, structural linguistics , symbolic interactionism , hermeneutics ,
semiology , linguistically oriented psychoanalysis Jacques Lacan , Alfred Lorenzer , and deconstruction. They
consider his best-known work, Pedagogy of the Oppressed , a seminal text in what is now known as the
philosophy and social movement of critical pedagogy. For a history of the emergence of critical theory in the
field of education, see Isaac Gottesman , The Critical Turn in Education: Criticism[ edit ] While critical
theorists have been frequently defined as Marxist intellectuals, [20] their tendency to denounce some Marxist
concepts and to combine Marxian analysis with other sociological and philosophical traditions has resulted in
accusations of revisionism by classical , orthodox , and analytical Marxists, and by Marxistâ€”Leninist
philosophers. Martin Jay has stated that the first generation of critical theory is best understood as not
promoting a specific philosophical agenda or a specific ideology , but as "a gadfly of other systems".
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It resembles postmodern critical theory, critical postmodernism , and the post-Marxism of Ernesto Laclau and
Chantal Mouffe. NCTs begin, like the first- and second-generational theories of the Frankfurt School before
them, with a Marxian focus and then add other frameworks. For this reason, critical theories, narrating human
struggles against dominative social texts, are more accurately termed neo-Marxist than Marxist. Here, cultures
are examined for their provision of explanatory factors; and cultural traits are regarded as causal mechanisms
for various categories of social phenomena, not merely as objects of treatment by independent variables. As a
consequence of this cultural turn, and the influences of such postisms as postmodernism and poststructuralism,
sociology has moved closer to the humanities, such as literary criticism. To elaborate further, just as some
first-generational critical theorists supplemented Karl Marx with Sigmund Freud and as Jurgen Habermas of
the second generation incorporated pragmatism and systems theory among others , so NCTs are injected with
postmodernism, poststructuralism, social constructionism, neopragmatism, etc. Critical social theories have
been, and remain, decidedly ecclectic. All critical theories of whatever generation emphasize a dialectic of
domination or oppression and emancipation or liberation from oppression. That is to say, critical theorists
develop a praxis theoretically reflective social action , centered on emancipation, on top of the theory itself.
We call this new social theory New Critical Theory. Beck Matustik] is to broaden the scope of critical theory
beyond its two predominant strains, one generated by the research program of Jurgen Habermas and his
students, the other by postmodern cultural studies. New Critical Theory represents theoretical and activist
concerns about class, gender, and race, seeking to learn from as well as nourish new social liberation
movements. Retrieved on May 1, In particular, postmodern critical theory is the first narrative to pose a
possible utopian future not as a determinate outcome of nature-like social laws but rather as one conceivable
discursive accomplishment among many. Shorn of "necessity," postmodernism bridges the global and local,
system and action. Retrieved on April 29, Critical Theory In a sense, critical theory starts with Marx, but
quickly abandons the philosophical materialism, the theory of historical development, and the crucial role of
the proletariat, which are key features of most Marxism. But, in each case, it goes beyond these forms of
inquiry into a broader, Marx-like account of the political and economic processes upon which the workings of
consciousness are said to depend The most criticized weakness of critical theory is its failure to engage in
what many writers would regard as genuine ethical or political argument: Nor do they clarify what would
count as acceptable criteria for the resolution of such arguments. Allison, Lincoln, " Critical Theory. Retrieved
on May 2. Critical Theory A school of thought derived in part from a disenchantment with classical Marxism
and the development of Western Marxism within what became known as the "Frankfurt School". Associated
with Adorno, Habermas, and Marcuse amongst others, critical theorists aim to uncover the inner workings of a
society which they suggest lie concealed from view by a veneer of ideology. Frankfurt School The Institute for
Social Research founded in and located in Frankfurt, Germany; it brought back concern with ideology, human
intentionality and reflexivity into marxist theory and into sociology. It was marxist, freudian, weberian and
neo-hegelian all at once. In World War I, the working class of each country joined the capitalist class to fight
other capitalists and workers in other countries. The founders of the Frankfurt Schule thought that ideology
was part of the answer and began work on the social sources of fascism and authoritarian personality. They
found it in the patriarchal family; in the racism, sexism and fascism of art, cinema, magazines and other mass
culture. Radical sociology had been depoliticized by adopting a positivist style after American, French, and
British Philosophy of Science. Led by Horkheimer, Adorno, Marcuse, Fromm, Benjamin and others, the
marxian interest in alienated consciousness and the creative role of humans in constructing social forms is
reasserted. Critical theorists, especially Marcuse, made a criticism of the obstacles to human praxis in both
capitalist and "socialist" societies. Also known as the School of Critical Theory or critical sociology, it
recognizes that structural marxism leaves many questions unanswered. Critical theory seeks to remedy this by
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incorporating theory from freudianism, phenomenology, and existentialism and lately, from feminist and from
postmodern scholarship. Retrieved on May 9, In the spring of one of the founders of the liberation sociology
tradition, the young Karl Mark, wrote that "the philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways,
the point, however, is to change it. The point of liberation sociology is not just to research the social world but
to change it in the direction of democracy and social justice. Feagin, Joe and Vera, Herman. A common theme
in critical social theories is the centrality of social oppression and domination As a rule, critical social theorists
do not focus only on the negative realities and consequences of oppression but often target issues and
strategies of human liberation from that oppression The black movement of the post World War I1 era, which
is often unreasonably blamed for heightened identity politics, is a good example of the emancipatory
construction and assertion of group identity. The celebration of Blackness was in the first instance reactive to
the racism of American society: Blacks reconstructed their identity in the face of these imposed identities, and
this was almost surely essential to the rise of a movement demanding racial liberation - and to the substantial
achievements of that movement in dismantling the caste arrangements which had engraved racial identity
politics. Globalizing Capitalism and the Rise of Identity Politics. Although Marxist analysis remains
important, critical sociology has moved well past its roots as primarily a critique of the social order in the
exploration of extant power relationships existing within a society organized under the principles of capitalist
social relations. The state of contemporary critical sociology is strong; the topics explored are increasing broad
as scholars revisit old themes of colonialism and the origins of European capitalism But at the same time,
Reactions to these conditions generate social movements that resist the power inequities in both the economic
and the cultural realm Critical sociology exists to counter those who serve as apologists for the existing social
order. That is, perhaps, overstating the underlying intellectual motivation of mainstream sociology. However,
as long as there are social outcomes dividing rich and poor, the powerful from the powerless, and oppressors
from the oppressed, there will be a critical sociology. Fasenfest, David, "Critical Sociology. In this system, for
example, white womem are penalized by their gender but privileged by their race. Depending on the context,
an individual may be an oppressor, a member of an oppressed group, or simultaneously oppressor and
oppressed In addition to being structured along axes such as race, gender,and social class, the matrix of
domination is structured on several levels. People experience and resist oppression on three levels: Black
feminist thought emphasizes all three levels as sites of domination and as potential sites of resistance. Each
individual has a unique personal biography made up of concrete experiences, values, motivations, and
emotions. No two individuals occupy the same social space; thus no two biographies are identical Oppression
is filled with such contradictions because these approaches fail to recognize that amatrix of domination
contains few pure victims or oppressors. A broader focus stresses the interlocking nature of oppressions that
are structured on multiple levels, from the individual to the social structural, and which are part of a larger
matrix of domination. Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment. Interactionisms typically
focus on the nature of social interaction, interpretive procedures, and use of language. They also tend to
examine people interacting together to organize their lives and assemble society, what symbolic interactionists
call "joint actions". Retrieved on August 14, Critical Theory Critical theory was born in Europe out of
concerns among scholars about the powers of fascist states in the mid-twentieth century. The legacy of the
so-called Frankfurt School is embodied in many research studies, critical pedagogies, and Utopian visions put
forth by critical theorists in education for the past forty years. Critical theorists see education as a tool used by
the ruling elite to sustain oppression along the lines of race, gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. They
have also offered pedagogies designed to rebuild schools and social and economic institutions in what they see
as more egalitarian ways Encyclopedia of the Social and Cultural Foundations of Education. Anyone familiar
with Marxist theory will recognize that Marx went beyond describing society to advocating for change. Marx
disliked capitalism and his analysis of that economic system included the call for change. This approach to
sociology is often referred to today as critical sociology. Some sociological journals focus on critical
sociology and some sociological approaches are inherently critical e. The focal point of his critique was the
inadequacy of the declining sensate culture Society and culture are ultimately the creation of the actions of
individuals. Therefore, reconstruction must begin with the conscious and deliberate efforts of individuals to
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increase their own capacity and practice of altruistic love. A planned reconstruction of culture in all its
compartments and of social relations rests on this foundation It is expressed in his analysis of cultural
organization and change and represents the basis of his vision of personal, social, and cultural reconstruction.
Integralism is also the guiding principle in the ontology and epistemology of his system of sociology An
integral system of truth would incorporate empirical, rational, and supersensory modes of cognition. The last
of these sources of truth would involve intuition, including the revelation and mystical intuition of religious
conceptions of sources of truth. Each method of cognition is fallible by itself. When combined into a
harmonious integral system, they can cross-validate each other, thus providing a more powerful epistemology.
Integralism would unite science, philosophy, and religion in the common endeavor of providing knowledge
and understanding of how personal, social, and cultural reconstruction can be achieved and maintained. In this
context, the practice of science would be directed toward the realization of greater altruistic love, the ethical
principles of the major world religions, and the universal values of truth, beauty, and goodness. The
integralism advocated by Sorokin is a complete system of sociology incorporating the scientific, reform, and
practical traditions of the discipline. It involves rigorous scientific research, an explicit commitment to reform
that engages social science in public debate of desirable ends, and a scientifically based program of means to
achieve personal, social, and cultural reconstruction. Jeffries, Jeffries, "Sorokin, Pitirim. Encyclopedia of
Social Theory. The reality given by the integral three-dimensional truth, with its sources of intuition, reason
and the senses, is a nearer approach to the infinite metalogical reality of the coincidentia oppositorum than the
purely sensory, or purely rational, or purely intuitional reality, given by one of the systems of truth and reality.
The Crisis of Our Age. Cultural theorists have justly complained that the inherited critical theories have
delimited social address Our world is one of multiple modernities whose articulation must be part of the ethics
of a new critical theory Cultural Sociology in Practice. Postmodernist philosophy, in fact, forms a kind of
anti-ontology or anti-social theory, in which both the idea of a holistic theory and the idea that this could have
a rational relationship to some social totality are rejected. Mazzoldi, Anna, " Lecture 7: Retrieved on June 6,
Modern Capitalism began the 21st Century seemingly victorious as the dominant social and economic
organizing principle in the world.
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Bibliography Definition Theories are formulated to explain, predict, and understand phenomena and, in many
cases, to challenge and extend existing knowledge within the limits of critical bounding assumptions. The
theoretical framework is the structure that can hold or support a theory of a research study. The theoretical
framework introduces and describes the theory that explains why the research problem under study exists.
Theory Building in Applied Disciplines. Importance of Theory A theoretical framework consists of concepts
and, together with their definitions and reference to relevant scholarly literature, existing theory that is used
for your particular study. The theoretical framework must demonstrate an understanding of theories and
concepts that are relevant to the topic of your research paper and that relate to the broader areas of knowledge
being considered. The theoretical framework is most often not something readily found within the literature.
You must review course readings and pertinent research studies for theories and analytic models that are
relevant to the research problem you are investigating. The selection of a theory should depend on its
appropriateness, ease of application, and explanatory power. The theoretical framework strengthens the study
in the following ways: The theoretical framework connects the researcher to existing knowledge. Guided by a
relevant theory, you are given a basis for your hypotheses and choice of research methods. Articulating the
theoretical assumptions of a research study forces you to address questions of why and how. It permits you to
intellectually transition from simply describing a phenomenon you have observed to generalizing about
various aspects of that phenomenon. Having a theory helps you identify the limits to those generalizations. A
theoretical framework specifies which key variables influence a phenomenon of interest and highlights the
need to examine how those key variables might differ and under what circumstances. By virtue of its
applicative nature, good theory in the social sciences is of value precisely because it fulfills one primary
purpose: Answers from the Social and Cultural Sciences. University of Tennessee Press, ; Drafting an
Argument. How Conceptual Frameworks Guide Research. Research Methods Knowledge Base. Developing
Theory from Practice. Strategies for Developing the Theoretical Framework I. Developing the Framework
Here are some strategies to develop of an effective theoretical framework: Examine your thesis title and
research problem. The research problem anchors your entire study and forms the basis from which you
construct your theoretical framework. Brainstorm about what you consider to be the key variables in your
research. Answer the question, "What factors contribute to the presumed effect? Identify the assumptions from
which the author s addressed the problem. Group these variables into independent and dependent categories.
Review key social science theories that are introduced to you in your course readings and choose the theory
that can best explain the relationships between the key variables in your study [note the Writing Tip on this
page]. Discuss the assumptions or propositions of this theory and point out their relevance to your research. A
theoretical framework is used to limit the scope of the relevant data by focusing on specific variables and
defining the specific viewpoint [framework] that the researcher will take in analyzing and interpreting the data
to be gathered. It also facilitates the understanding of concepts and variables according to given definitions
and builds new knowledge by validating or challenging theoretical assumptions. Purpose Think of theories as
the conceptual basis for understanding, analyzing, and designing ways to investigate relationships within
social systems. To that end, the following roles served by a theory can help guide the development of your
framework. Means by which new research data can be interpreted and coded for future use, Response to new
problems that have no previously identified solutions strategy, Means for identifying and defining research
problems, Means for prescribing or evaluating solutions to research problems, Ways of discerning certain facts
among the accumulated knowledge that are important and which facts are not, Means of giving old data new
interpretations and new meaning, Means by which to identify important new issues and prescribe the most
critical research questions that need to be answered to maximize understanding of the issue, Means of
providing members of a professional discipline with a common language and a frame of reference for defining
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the boundaries of their profession, and Means to guide and inform research so that it can, in turn, guide
research efforts and improve professional practice. Holton III , editors. Human Resource Development
Handbook: Linking Research and Practice. Theory Construction and Model-Building Skills: A Practical Guide
for Social Scientists. Guilford, ; Ravitch, Sharon M. Structure and Writing Style The theoretical framework
may be rooted in a specific theory, in which case, your work is expected to test the validity of that existing
theory in relation to specific events, issues, or phenomena. Many social science research papers fit into this
rubric. For example, Peripheral Realism Theory, which categorizes perceived differences among nation-states
as those that give orders, those that obey, and those that rebel, could be used as a means for understanding
conflicted relationships among countries in Africa. A test of this theory could be the following: Does
Peripheral Realism Theory help explain intra-state actions, such as, the disputed split between southern and
northern Sudan that led to the creation of two nations? However, you may not always be asked by your
professor to test a specific theory in your paper, but to develop your own framework from which your analysis
of the research problem is derived. Based upon the above example, it is perhaps easiest to understand the
nature and function of a theoretical framework if it is viewed as an answer to two basic questions: I could
choose instead to test Instrumentalist or Circumstantialists models developed among ethnic conflict theorists
that rely upon socio-economic-political factors to explain individual-state relations and to apply this
theoretical model to periods of war between nations]. The answers to these questions come from a thorough
review of the literature and your course readings [summarized and analyzed in the next section of your paper]
and the gaps in the research that emerge from the review process. With this in mind, a complete theoretical
framework will likely not emerge until after you have completed a thorough review of the literature. Just as a
research problem in your paper requires contextualization and background information, a theory requires a
framework for understanding its application to the topic being investigated. When writing and revising this
part of your research paper, keep in mind the following: Clearly describe the framework, concepts, models, or
specific theories that underpin your study. This includes noting who the key theorists are in the field who have
conducted research on the problem you are investigating and, when necessary, the historical context that
supports the formulation of that theory. This latter element is particularly important if the theory is relatively
unknown or it is borrowed from another discipline. Position your theoretical framework within a broader
context of related frameworks, concepts, models, or theories. As noted in the example above, there will likely
be several concepts, theories, or models that can be used to help develop a framework for understanding the
research problem. The present tense is used when writing about theory. Although the past tense can be used to
describe the history of a theory or the role of key theorists, the construction of your theoretical framework is
happening now. You should make your theoretical assumptions as explicit as possible. Later, your discussion
of methodology should be linked back to this theoretical framework. Alabama State University; Conceptual
Framework: University of Michigan; Drafting an Argument. Demystifying the Journal Article. The Context of
Discovery. Stanford University Press, , pp. Writing Tip Borrowing Theoretical Constructs from Elsewhere A
growing and increasingly important trend in the social and behavioral sciences is to think about and attempt to
understand specific research problems from an interdisciplinary perspective. One way to do this is to not rely
exclusively on the theories in your particular discipline, but to think about how an issue might be informed by
theories developed in other disciplines. For example, if you are a political science student studying the
rhetorical strategies used by female incumbents in state legislature campaigns, theories about the use of
language could be derived, not only from political science, but linguistics, communication studies, philosophy,
psychology, and, in this particular case, feminist studies. Building theoretical frameworks based on the
postulates and hypotheses developed in other disciplinary contexts can be both enlightening and an effective
way to be fully engaged in the research topic. The Oxford Handbook of Interdisciplinarity. Oxford University
Press, Do not leave the theory hanging out there in the introduction never to be mentioned again.
Undertheorizing weakens your paper. The theoretical framework you describe should guide your study
throughout the paper. Be sure to always connect theory to the review of pertinent literature and to explain in
the discussion part of your paper how the theoretical framework you chose supports analysis of the research
problem, or if appropriate, how the theoretical framework was found in some way to be inadequate in
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explaining the phenomenon you were investigating. The terms theory and hypothesis are often used
interchangeably in newspapers and popular magazines and in non-academic settings. However, the difference
between theory and hypothesis in scholarly research is important, particularly when using an experimental
design. A theory is a well-established principle that has been developed to explain some aspect of the natural
world. Theories arise from repeated observation and testing and incorporates facts, laws, predictions, and
tested assumptions that are widely accepted [e. A hypothesis is a specific, testable prediction about what you
expect to happen in your study. For example, an experiment designed to look at the relationship between study
habits and test anxiety might have a hypothesis that states, "We predict that students with better study habits
will suffer less test anxiety. The key distinctions are: A theory has been extensively tested and is generally
accepted among scholars; a hypothesis is a speculative guess that has yet to be tested.
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Abstract Background The Framework Method is becoming an increasingly popular approach to the
management and analysis of qualitative data in health research. However, there is confusion about its potential
application and limitations. Discussion The article discusses when it is appropriate to adopt the Framework
Method and explains the procedure for using it in multi-disciplinary health research teams, or those that
involve clinicians, patients and lay people. The stages of the method are illustrated using examples from a
published study. Summary Used effectively, with the leadership of an experienced qualitative researcher, the
Framework Method is a systematic and flexible approach to analysing qualitative data and is appropriate for
use in research teams even where not all members have previous experience of conducting qualitative
research. Qualitative research, Qualitative content analysis, Multi-disciplinary research The Framework
Method for the management and analysis of qualitative data has been used since the s [ 1 ]. The method
originated in large-scale social policy research but is becoming an increasingly popular approach in medical
and health research; however, there is some confusion about its potential application and limitations. In this
article we discuss when it is appropriate to use the Framework Method and how it compares to other
qualitative analysis methods. In particular, we explore how it can be used in multi-disciplinary health research
teams. Multi-disciplinary and mixed methods studies are becoming increasingly commonplace in applied
health research. As well as disciplines familiar with qualitative research, such as nursing, psychology and
sociology, teams often include epidemiologists, health economists, management scientists and others.
Furthermore, applied health research often has clinical representation and, increasingly, patient and public
involvement [ 2 ]. We argue that while leadership is undoubtedly required from an experienced qualitative
methodologist, non-specialists from the wider team can and should be involved in the analysis process. We
then present a step-by-step guide to the application of the Framework Method, illustrated using a worked
example See Additional File 1 from a published study [ 3 ] to illustrate the main stages of the process.
Technical terms are included in the glossary below. Finally, we discuss the strengths and limitations of the
approach. Glossary of key terms used in the Framework Method Analytical framework: A set of codes
organised into categories that have been jointly developed by researchers involved in analysis that can be used
to manage and organise the data. A written investigation of a particular concept, theme or problem, reflecting
on emerging issues in the data that captures the analytic process see Additional file 1 , Section 7. During the
analysis process, codes are grouped into clusters around similar and interrelated ideas or concepts. Categories
and codes are usually arranged in a tree diagram structure in the analytical framework. While categories are
closely and explicitly linked to the raw data, developing categories is a way to start the process of abstraction
of the data i. Qualitative data usually needs to be in textual form before analysis. The systematic application of
codes from the agreed analytical framework to the whole dataset see Additional File 1 , Section 5. A
spreadsheet contains numerous cells into which summarized data are entered by codes columns and cases rows
see Additional File 1 , Section 6. Interpretive concepts or propositions that describe or explain aspects of the
data, which are the final output of the analysis of the whole dataset. Themes are articulated and developed by
interrogating data categories through comparison between and within cases. Usually a number of categories
would fall under each theme or sub-theme [ 3 ]. A written verbatim word-for-word account of a verbal
interaction, such as an interview or conversation. Background The Framework Method sits within a broad
family of analysis methods often termed thematic analysis or qualitative content analysis. It is now used
widely in other areas, including health research [ 3 - 12 ]. Its defining feature is the matrix output: Comparing
and contrasting data is vital to qualitative analysis and the ability to compare with ease data across cases as
well as within individual cases is built into the structure and process of the Framework Method. The
Framework Method provides clear steps to follow and produces highly structured outputs of summarised data.
It is therefore useful where multiple researchers are working on a project, particularly in multi-disciplinary
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research teams were not all members have experience of qualitative data analysis, and for managing large data
sets where obtaining a holistic, descriptive overview of the entire data set is desirable. Importantly, the
Framework Method cannot accommodate highly heterogeneous data, i. Individual interviewees may, of
course, have very different views or experiences in relation to each topic, which can then be compared and
contrasted. The Framework Method is most commonly used for the thematic analysis of semi-structured
interview transcripts, which is what we focus on in this article, although it could, in principle, be adapted for
other types of textual data [ 13 ], including documents, such as meeting minutes or diaries [ 12 ], or field notes
from observations [ 10 ]. Although the Framework Method is a highly systematic method of categorizing and
organizing what may seem like unwieldy qualitative data, it is not a panacea for problematic issues commonly
associated with qualitative data analysis such as how to make analytic choices and make interpretive strategies
visible and auditable. Qualitative research skills are required to appropriately interpret the matrix, and
facilitate the generation of descriptions, categories, explanations and typologies. Moreover, reflexivity, rigour
and quality are issues that are requisite in the Framework Method just as they are in other qualitative methods.
It is therefore essential that studies using the Framework Method for analysis are overseen by an experienced
qualitative researcher, though this does not preclude those new to qualitative research from contributing to the
analysis as part of a wider research team. There are a number of approaches to qualitative data analysis,
including those that pay close attention to language and how it is being used in social interaction such as
discourse analysis [ 15 ] and ethnomethodology [ 16 ]; those that are concerned with experience, meaning and
language such as phenomenology [ 17 , 18 ] and narrative methods [ 19 ]; and those that seek to develop
theory derived from data through a set of procedures and interconnected stages such as Grounded Theory [ 20
, 21 ]. Many of these approaches are associated with specific disciplines and are underpinned by philosophical
ideas which shape the process of analysis [ 22 ]. The Framework Method, however, is not aligned with a
particular epistemological, philosophical, or theoretical approach. Rather it is a flexible tool that can be
adapted for use with many qualitative approaches that aim to generate themes. The development of themes is a
common feature of qualitative data analysis, involving the systematic search for patterns to generate full
descriptions capable of shedding light on the phenomenon under investigation. Unlike Grounded Theory, the
Framework Method is not necessarily concerned with generating social theory, but can greatly facilitate
constant comparative techniques through the review of data across the matrix. Perhaps because the Framework
Method is so obviously systematic, it has often, as other commentators have noted, been conflated with a
deductive approach to qualitative analysis [ 13 , 14 ]. However, the tool itself has no allegiance to either
inductive or deductive thematic analysis; where the research sits along this inductive-deductive continuum
depends on the research question. In all these cases, it may be appropriate to use the Framework Method to
manage the data. The difference would become apparent in how themes are selected: In sum, the Framework
Method can be adapted for use with deductive, inductive, or combined types of qualitative analysis. However,
there are some research questions where analysing data by case and theme is not appropriate and so the
Framework Method should be avoided. For instance, depending on the research question, life history data
might be better analysed using narrative analysis [ 19 ]; recorded consultations between patients and their
healthcare practitioners using conversation analysis [ 26 ]; and documentary data, such as resources for
pregnant women, using discourse analysis [ 27 ]. It is not within the scope of this paper to consider study
design or data collection in any depth, but before moving on to describe the Framework Method analysis
process, it is worth taking a step back to consider briefly what needs to happen before analysis begins. The
selection of analysis method should have been considered at the proposal stage of the research and should fit
with the research questions and overall aims of the study. In mixed methods studies, the role of the qualitative
component within the wider goals of the project must also be considered. In the data collection stage,
resources must be allocated for properly trained researchers to conduct the qualitative interviewing because it
is a highly skilled activity. In some cases, a research team may decide that they would like to use lay people,
patients or peers to do the interviews [ 29 - 32 ] and in this case they must be properly trained and mentored
which requires time and resources. As any form of qualitative or quantitative analysis is not a purely technical
process, but influenced by the characteristics of the researchers and their disciplinary paradigms, critical
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reflection throughout the research process is paramount, including in the design of the study, the construction
or collection of data, and the analysis. All members of the team should keep a research diary, where they
record reflexive notes, impressions of the data and thoughts about analysis throughout the process.
Experienced qualitative researchers become more skilled at sifting through data and analysing it in a rigorous
and reflexive way. They cannot be too attached to certainty, but must remain flexible and adaptive throughout
the research in order to generate rich and nuanced findings that embrace and explain the complexity of real
social life and can be applied to complex social issues. It is important to remember when using the Framework
Method that, unlike quantitative research where data collection and data analysis are strictly sequential and
mutually exclusive stages of the research process, in qualitative analysis there is, to a greater or lesser extent
depending on the project, ongoing interplay between data collection, analysis, and theory development. For
example, new ideas or insights from participants may suggest potentially fruitful lines of enquiry, or close
analysis might reveal subtle inconsistencies in an account which require further exploration. Procedure for
analysis Stage 1: Transcription A good quality audio recording and, ideally, a verbatim word for word
transcription of the interview is needed. For Framework Method analysis, it is not necessarily important to
include the conventions of dialogue transcriptions which can be difficult to read e. Transcripts should have
large margins and adequate line spacing for later coding and making notes. The process of transcription is a
good opportunity to become immersed in the data and is to be strongly encouraged for new researchers.
However, in some projects, the decision may be made that it is a better use of resources to outsource this task
to a professional transcriber. It can also be helpful to re-listen to all or parts of the audio recording. In
multi-disciplinary or large research projects, those involved in analysing the data may be different from those
who conducted or transcribed the interviews, which makes this stage particularly important. One margin can
be used to record any analytical notes, thoughts or impressions. Codes could refer to substantive things e. In
purely deductive studies, the codes may have been pre-defined e. Coding aims to classify all of the data so that
it can be compared systematically with other parts of the data set. At least two researchers or at least one from
each discipline or speciality in a multi-disciplinary research team should independently code the first few
transcripts, if feasible. Patients, public involvement representatives or clinicians can also be productively
involved at this stage, because they can offer alternative viewpoints thus ensuring that one particular
perspective does not dominate. It is vital in inductive coding to look out for the unexpected and not to just
code in a literal, descriptive way so the involvement of people from different perspectives can aid greatly in
this. In this way the developing analysis is challenged; to reconcile and explain anomalies in the data can
make the analysis stronger. However, some researchers prefer to do the early stages of coding with a paper
and pen, and only start to use CAQDAS once they reach Stage 5 see below. Developing a working analytical
framework After coding the first few transcripts, all researchers involved should meet to compare the labels
they have applied and agree on a set of codes to apply to all subsequent transcripts. Codes can be grouped
together into categories using a tree diagram if helpful , which are then clearly defined. This forms a working
analytical framework. It is likely that several iterations of the analytical framework will be required before no
additional codes emerge. Applying the analytical framework The working analytical framework is then
applied by indexing subsequent transcripts using the existing categories and codes. Each code is usually
assigned a number or abbreviation for easy identification and so the full names of the codes do not have to be
written out each time and written directly onto the transcripts. It is worth noting that unlike software for
statistical analyses, which actually carries out the calculations with the correct instruction, putting the data into
a qualitative analysis software package does not analyse the data; it is simply an effective way of storing and
organising the data so that they are accessible for the analysis process. Charting data into the framework
matrix Qualitative data are voluminous an hour of interview can generate 15â€”30 pages of text and being able
to manage and summarize reduce data is a vital aspect of the analysis process. Charting involves summarizing
the data by category from each transcript. The chart should include references to interesting or illustrative
quotations. It is helpful in multi-disciplinary teams to compare and contrast styles of summarizing in the early
stages of the analysis process to ensure consistency within the team. Any abbreviations used should be agreed
by the team. Once members of the team are familiar with the analytical framework and well practised at
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coding and charting, on average, it will take about half a day per hour-long transcript to reach this stage. In the
early stages, it takes much longer. Interpreting the data It is useful throughout the research to have a separate
note book or computer file to note down impressions, ideas and early interpretations of the data. It may be
worth breaking off at any stage to explore an interesting idea, concept or potential theme by writing an
analytic memo [ 20 , 21 ] to then discuss with other members of the research team, including lay and clinical
members.
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As a result, a dual-reporting organization structure is formed where each member of the matrix organization
reports to the manager of the cross-functional team as well as the manager of the department that sourced the
team member. The matrix organization is an adhocracy design that has four major disadvantages:
Psychological Stress The matrix organization is dynamic in terms of both form and function. The team
members, team structure, work roles and work role interfaces lack stability even within a project life cycle.
Conflict A matrix organization does not exhibit clear lines of authority or responsibility in that the
boss-subordinate relationship may not be clear. In addition, a cross-functional team member may receive one
direction from a functional manager and a different direction from the cross-functional team manager. As a
result, some individuals become disturbed by the ambiguity, and conflict may arise. In turn, high worker
dissatisfaction and employee turnover may result. Inefficiency Multiple managers, conflicting policies and
procedures, and contradictory loyalties can lead to ineffective management. In addition, infighting may occur
between functional managers and cross-functional team managers who are each forced to compete for the time
of the individual team members. Matrix organizations benefit from neither structural stability nor routinization
of function, which also can lead to inefficiency of both the individual worker and business processes. In
addition, the cross-functional manager may lack the authority to make critical decisions -- which greatly
impedes project progress. Cost Workers are frequently chosen to participate on cross-functional teams because
they possess a broad and diverse skill set. However, in general, the wages earned by an individual increase in
relation to the skills he possesses. In addition, an individual usually performs functions in support of both the
matrix organization and the functional organization, which can increase overtime costs for the organization.
Also, more managers may be hired for the matrix organization, which also increases personnel costs. Finally,
the lack of structural stability or routine functions leads to operational inefficiency and increased costs. Jones;
About the Author Billie Nordmeyer works as a consultant advising small businesses and Fortune companies
on performance improvement initiatives, as well as SAP software selection and implementation. During her
career, she has published business and technology-based articles and texts. Nordmeyer holds a Bachelor of
Science in accounting, a Master of Arts in international management and a Master of Business Administration
in finance.
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